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T2
T2 is ergonomics for the executive. A stylish chair that is packed with features and manufactured to the highest specification by using the premium 
materials and components from around the globe. Quality that can be seen and experienced, T2 features a polished aluminium base supporting an Italian 
Donati Synchro mechanism and KGS class 3 gas strut. While Gabriel fabric wrap high density foam and Donati 4D armrests complete one of our favourite 
ergonmic solutions for the modern workspace. T2 is certified with a BIFMA 136kg weight test certificate.
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T2 PLUS
T2 PLUS utilizes all the best available components to acheive a 200kg + weight rating, producing a high performing task chair with supreme confidence. 
With almost all the same benefits of T2, the plus variant presents increased stability through an improved 6 star glass fibre reinforced base, higher grade gas 
KGS Class 4 gas, improved wider ply seat pan & thicker high density commercial grade foam. 

HEADREST

Optional 3D adjustable 
padded headrest with 
vertical height & angle tilt 
adjustment 

BACKREST

Raise the back height while 
seating simply lifting the back, 
click by click. The ratchet 
height will disengage at it’s 
heighest and reset to the 
lowest point

ARMREST

Optional padded 4D 
adjustable armrest with 
button vertical height & 
threaded width adjustment. 
Armpad offers both depth & 
horizontal angle adjustment.

TILT LOCK

Raise lever to to allow free 
flowing rocking motion. Lower 
lever to lock backrest to 5 
different angle positions.

BASE

Polished aluminium five star 
base with KGS Class 3 100mm 
gas strut.

SEAT TILT

Ergonomic tilt seat function 
for focused work by 
twisting/rotating lever freeing 
seat tilt, locking tilt by rotating 
lever to original position.

LUMBAR PUMP

Pump bellows in backrest 
lumbar to articulate lumbar 
protrusion to desired depth. 
Button release to deflate.

GASLFIT

Press lever to raise and lower 
chair. Body weight must be 
removed to raise seat height.

SEAT SLIDE

Press lever whilst pushing hips 
forward to adjust the depth 
of the seat forward, reversing 
the motion for decreasing the 
seat depth

BACKREST

Raise the back height while 
seating simply lifting the back, 
click by click. The ratchet 
height will disengage at it’s 
heighest and reset to the 
lowest point

ARMREST

Optional padded 4D 
adjustable armrest with 
button vertical height & 
threaded width adjustment. 
Armpad offers both depth & 
horizontal angle adjustment.

TILT LOCK

Raise lever to to allow free 
flowing rocking motion. Lower 
lever to lock backrest to 5 
different angle positions.

BASE

Polished aluminium six star 
base with KGS Class 4 100mm 
gas strut.

SEAT TILT

Ergonomic tilt seat function 
for focused work by 
twisting/rotating lever freeing 
seat tilt, locking tilt by rotating 
lever to original position.

LUMBAR PUMP

Pump bellows in backrest 
lumbar to articulate lumbar 
protrusion to desired depth. 
Button release to deflate.

BACKREST TENSION

Backrest recline tension 
adjustment by rotating knob 
forward & backward. SEAT SLIDE

Press lever whilst pushing hips 
forward to adjust the depth 
of the seat forward, reversing 
the motion for decreasing the 
seat depth

RECLINE TENSION

Backrest recline tension 
adjustment by rotating knob 
forward & backward.

GASLFIT

Press lever to raise and lower 
chair. Body weight must be 
removed to raise seat height.
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Performance chair with headrest

(optional armrests)
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T2

Heavy duty chair

(optional armrests)

T2 PLUS
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Performance chair

(optional armrests)
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